GOATS
Above the goat pen is a picture of each goat and the name of their breed. Below match the breed name of
each goat by drawing a line to the appropriate picture.

ALPINE

NUBIAN

Draw here.

LAMANCHA

Draw here.

Draw here.

Above in the blank space provided beside each picture draw a picture of each goat’s EAR.
Below fill in the blank with the best description of what the ears look like for each breed of goat.
HINT: (POINTY & LONG, VERY SMALL, FLOPPY & LONG)
Ear Shape: __________________ Ear Shape:_________________ Ear Shape:__________________
Each goat in the pen has a collar that they wear to help the farmer identify them.
Below write what each goat’s special identification number is.
Identification

#:_________

Identification

#:________

Identification

What popular fairy tale is about goats? ______________________________________

#:_________

SPECIAL INVESTAGATION
Visit Old Macdonald’s Barn and asks one of the farmers to show you the teeth of a goat. Look very
carefully at the teeth to see what you can notice. Does the goat have teeth, if so how many? Are the
teeth small or large; are there teeth on the top and bottom of its gums? Now answer the questions below.
Did the goat have any teeth?

YES

or

NO

How many teeth were there? ________
Describe the size of the teeth that you saw. ________________________________________________
What is the age of the goat? Use the chart below to determine.___________________________
TRICK QUESTION: Do goats eat tin cans?

TRUE

How to hold goats and sheep to check their teeth

How to tell the age of goats and sheep.
(1) Animal under one year old (no permanent teeth)
(2) One year old (2 permanent teeth)
(3) Two years old (4 permanent teeth)
(4) Three years old (6 permanent teeth)
(5) Four years old (8 permanent teeth)
(6) Old animal, more than four years old

or

FALSE

SHEEP
In Old Macdonald’s Barn look at the four sheep in the pen. Can you notice the different colours and patterns on each
sheep? Below shade in each sheep with your pencil.

Ask a nearby farmer to show you a sample of sheep feed. When looking at the feed what types of grain do you
See? Below circle the type of grain that you see in the sheep feed. Also smell and feel the texture of the feed.

OATS

CORN

WHEAT

PELLETS

BARLEY

MOLASSES

Why do farmers add molasses to animal feed? _________________________________________________
Knock, Knock
Who's there?
Goat
Goat Who?
Goat to the door and find out.

